
The carpet runners are well-trodden and it’s edges are fraying with a 
ferocity you hadn’t seen in nigh 10 years. Your grandmother would 
be appalled. You stalk silently through the halls, the specters cannot 
know you’re here. They are here, though. The air stinks of decay 
and the lights flicker dimly from the sconces on the walls. The walls 
are filthy, blackened with cigar smoke and neglect. You swing each 
door you pass open with a grimace; grime comes away from the 
hands and stick to your hand. The last door swings open on its own. 
Ah, how fortuitous—now you needn’t dirty your hand further. 

A quick look. The furniture are all clothed in white. Hulking ghosts. 
You chuckle. As you make your way down the next hall, a deafening 
slam shakes the house. All sense of calm leaves you, and you stop, 
leaning against the wall. The painting on the opposing wall stares at 
you. Hand to throat, a high girlish giggle escapes your lips. The 
specters can’t know you’re here. You made sure to wear the 
ridiculous cravat. Stefan swore it’d work. It was probably just the 
wind. The gales were strong today. 

Soon enough, you find your destination. It’s just as everyone said 
it’d be. It’s a grand ballroom, but the walls—oh! the walls—they’re 
lined with books, a window interrupting the flow every so often. 
The shelves are crawling with vines, the sickly sweet scent of 
honeysuckle blossoms permeating the room. However, there was 
much to get through and not nearly enough time. There, on the 
windowsill. The catalog for the books lining the shelves.  

How odd. There are smeared hand prints leading from the 
windowsill to the floor. A pity, since the lacquered floors are in 
strangely good shape. Nevermind. You have more pressing things to 
worry about. The pages are dry, moth-bitten, and send cloud after 
cloud of dust into the air as you flip through rapidly.  



“Silly, silly humans. You all think you’ll get away with it.” Frost 
creeps over the shell of your ear, traveling down your neck. You 
barely repress a flinch. They’ve found you. “Turn around so we may 
see you.” 

Your heart beats to the tempo of a war drum. It’s in your throat—
your breaths come shallowly now. You turn.  

You’d expected one, perhaps two specters, but no, there are at least 
five dozen crammed into the room. Each and every one of them look 
normal at first glance, or at least as normal as they can be as 
glimmering, translucent beings. Look again, and the facade starts to 
fall away. A gaping hole where an eye used to be. A pole through a 
cheek and out the top of the head. Missing limbs and bloody chests.  

“We’ve been waiting for you. No book can save you now, Raymond 
Shannon. Your fate is sealed.”  

“No,” you shake your head. “No. It can’t be.  

“But it is. Look.” The crowd of specters part, and in floats a 
slumbering specter. 

It stops in front of you. Your curiosity burns brighter despite your 
utter terror.  

A look. It’s you. 

You reel back, mouth dropping open as the book falls to the floor 
with a thud that reverberates through the house. The skull was 



bashed in. Whether it was fate or orchestrated, you’ll never know, 
but in a single moment, there’s a crack. And then the sky is falling. 

*** 

The next day, the newspapers clamor over another apparent suicide.  

The victim, 45 year old, Raymond Shannon, was found under his 
balcony early this morning. He was a self-proclaimed explorer and 
leaves behind no family. Friends say he had bed-bound and had 
been raving about ‘ghosts’ and a magic book the last time they’d 
seen him. 


